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                     P R E S I D E N T ‘ S    M E S S A G E

Dear PPS Members –

Well, all I have heard since May 17th is what a wonderful
conference we had at the Hilton Garden Inn hosted by the
Gettysburg Poetry Society (GPS). The venue was beautiful and the program
well planned. GPS always does a great job with a display of interesting items
to purchase along with members’ chapbooks and anthologies. Door prizes
delighted the participants throughout the day.
Poetry read by the winning poets is always my favorite part of the spring
conference. The winning poets who attended the conference and volunteers
regaled us with their thoughts on every aspect of love and life. Richard Lake
was so impressed with the first prize winner of the Mariah Quant Memorial
Award in the Pegagsus contest that he began with “Spring Night”, the poetry
of 12th Grade student, Caroline Eberhart. We all were energized by the
inspiration and enthusiasm of our young poets coming up through the school
systems of Pennsylvania. Marilyn Downing reported that there were over 300
entries and handed out Pegasus books to the people present. A new attendee
entertained us by performing his artfully composed rap poetry. After lunch, we
were treated to “There is a Balm in Gilead,” sung by the trio of Imogene Hunt,
Sandi Polvinale, and Connie Trump to introduce the theme of the workshop -
Anchoring the Transcendent: Writing Faith and the Divine. The workshop
followed, led by keynote speaker, Christin Taylor, adjunct English professor at
Gettysburg College. After sharing her own faith poetry and that of several
famous poets, she asked us to write down a time when we felt like we were
experiencing something spiritual along with several descriptive lines
remembered from the experience. The workshop participants then selected
one of the experiences from a basket. Many fascinating poems resulted by
responding to what we read which were then shared with the group.
Again, kudos to GPS for an inspiring and very pleasant spring conference. I
invite more of you to join us in October when the Keysner Poets host the fall
conference at Allenberry Resort Inn and Playhouse.

Sincerely,

Susan Vernon, President, PPS, Inc.
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                    P P S   S T A F F

President - Susan N. Vernon

Immediate Past President -
                    Richard T. Lake

V. President - Vacant

Immediate Past V. President -
                    Lynn Fetterolf

Recording Secretary -
                  Constance Trump

Treasurer - Wendy Bream

Corres. Secretary - Ann Gasser

Historian - Toni Carey

Trustees:

(2016) Ann Copeland

(2020) DeAnna Spurlock

(2014) Catherine Hoffman

(2016) Walter Brandenburg

\Membership Committee (to 2017)
  Nancy Kline - Chair
  Kara Valore
  Marilyn Downing

Pegasus Contest
  Marilyn Downing - Chair

Prize Poems Book- Ann Gasser

PPS Contest
Constance Trump - Chair

Endowments & Audit - Trustees

Temp. Sylvan Editor - Ann Gasser

Mailing - PPS Volunteers

PPS Webmaster -
           Billy Pennington

!!!...EXTREMELY IMPORTANT—PLEASE READ...!!!

Our “GO-GREEN” program has helped PPS to save money to use
for adding additional categories to the annual contest and enlarging
our PRIZE POEMS annual,  but a recent computer catastrophe which
scrambled some files has resulted in the need for each of our PPS
members who have E-mail addresses to verify whether they want to
be on the “Green Team” and get all our publications by E-mail only
(except PRIZE POEMS which will be mailed to each member) or if
they want hard copies of the newsletter, etc.

 Please E-mail aubadeg@verizon.net if hard copies are
important to you and you want us to mail them to you
via the U.S. Postal Service.

If you have an E-mail address and want to be on the
Green Team you will get “The SYLVAN”, STROPHES,
etc. by E-mail only.

Our publications are also available Online by Googling NFSPS, and
clicking State Links,  Pennsylvania, Publications....

Computer problems and a brutal work schedule resulted in postponing
”Pennessence” temporarily.  We hope to get back to it soon and will
announce plans when they are formulated.

A D D R E S S E S   F O R   P P S,  I N C.  C O N T A C T S

 PPS Matters—Susan N. Vernon, President  Tel.717-422-5074
                           1108 Linn Drive,  Carlisle,  PA   17013
                                                     E-mail: snvernon@comcast.net

 Dues, etc.—Wendy Bream, Treasurer   Tel. 717-226-1997
             114 South Bedford Street,  Carlisle,  PA  17013
                                                     E-mail: smiles524@comcast.net
Annual
Contest—Constance Trump, Contest Chair  Tel. 717-334-906
                 819 Long Lane, Gettysburg,  PA  17325
                                               E-mail:  c.a.trump@hotmail.com

PEGASUS Cont.—Marilyn Downing, Chair  Tel. 717-533-7097
                       137 Apple Lane.  Hershey,  PA  17033
                                    E-mail: mmdowning1@verizon.net
Nominating
Committee—Ann Copeland, Chair.  Tel. 570-878-4576
                           68 W. Main Street Apt. 2,  Landisville,  PA  17538
                                    E-mail:  ampcopeland@gmail.com
General
Corresp.—Ann Gasser, Corresponding Sec.Tel. 610-374-5848
                        801 Spruce Street,  West Reading,  PA 19611-1448
                                    E-mail:  aubadeg@verizon.net

Lori Bracey and Maria James-Thiaw

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS.....



CHARACTER SKETCHES--If you have an interesting memory of a PPS member who is no longer active, and you would like
to share it with our members in a future issue, please submit it to your editor. Here is a sample:

 REMEMBERING HARRY D. ESHLEMAN,  a Life Member and Past President of PPS, Inc—by A. Gasser
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    In 1993 the Wallace Stevens Chapter of PPS was reorganizing and invited Harry Eshleman to join the group.  Harry had a quiet charm which made
others feel comfortable in his presence.  He had retired from his position as professor of English and Journalism at Kutztown University and quickly
became an invaluable asset to WSC where he served on its Board for the next 11 years in various positions including Treasurer, President, and Historian.
He also became  an active member of PPS, and served as its President from 1995 through 1999.  Harry encouraged two other retired KU professors to
join WSC.  As the new millennium began,  Harry and one of these men, Charles Scanzello, took over hosting the 13 year old WSC sponsored monthly
poetry program on local TV.  He also wrote a monthly column called BOOKENDS for the Berks County Library Association, and published two chapbooks
of his poetry.  In 2004 Harry’s life was changed drastically by a severe stroke and since then he has been a resident of Kutztown Manor where he has
regained some former skills, but sadly can no longer read poetry or write it.  Here are some of my favorite poems written by Harry who had a great sense
of humor and unique way of expressng feelings in his poems:

           BERKS TREES STAND WITNESS

They came because water ran through it,
this land of fresh streams,  fresh sky,  fresh promise.
A region long before a place,
a place before a territory or splinter-land
called County.

Long before the many, any names for it
its liquid bounty called for dwellers,
land of banks,  of rivers, pools and ponds,
hidden tricklings past the counting.

The people dwelling here these few,
but seeming lasting seasons
have claimed its name two-hundred-fifty years.
They inked it down on maps as Berks —
old English place,  but never phased out
Schuylkill,  Ontelaunee, Lenape.
They,  like native tribes who claimed this region,
were never far from soil nor out from under trees
nor wan for lack of sunlit meadows.
But ever with a mind to build beneath our shade
they spread beyond new roads, new tracks,
new busy world.

But what wide county, what wide parceled land
however varied can represent so many years?
What speak of pull, of tug and shovel,
of move, remove, tunnel and pile,
plow, hoe, divide and subdivide to sell?

Hear us old trees then,
you’ll find us here and there
on edges of protected land,
our knotty presences surer rooted
than rivers of men,
surer sun-seeking than wall-tall buildings,
surer and saner in silence
than scandal spreaders.
What should we say,
we trees who rooted well before this county?
How summarize this long-drawn dream
called human progress?

We shade the people who today would chronicle
the right and wrong done these many centuries
in zeal or ignorance by thousands
who have lived allotted terms
upon this land.

So as we turn to meet the future times together
we call with confidence this County Berks our home,
this land of fresh streams,  fresh sky,
fresh promise of renewal.

                      NEW SNOW

As sure as new snow will fall, snow will go,
but coming down bold through cold
it makes us feel less old,
and though there’s no snowball at all
with total recall,
there’s something in the stuff with memory enough
to clothe us once again in snowsuits
soaked wet from hips to boots,
as if somehow when snow returns
youth could follow,
and our gaze, vast and clean as a landscape
turned white as child’s delight at paper
handed out at school to color,  create new scenes
come true, as when, beholding swirling clouds of
white at night we head for bed
with no more thought than what our winter brought,
and then as sure as snow wil fall and snow will go,
we find we’ve rolled some memories we know
back to times and lands
when snowmen came to life beneath
our mittened hands.

                   SLOWING PACE

The others around me are all growing old,
there’s something misplaced in their talk.
Whatever gets said is at least twice retold,
they don’t sprint, they don’t run....hardly walk.

They’re forever describing the depth of their ills
to all aches and pains they’re alive.
They’re forever discussing the price of their pills
and they way all younger folks drive.

But don’t get me wrong,  this is not a complaint
about family,  peer, or old friend.
I suspect that when aging one must show restraint
in the race to be last in the end.

              PINING FOR THE PAST
       (Scientists find pine trees
                 thought extinct for 150 million years.)

Australia, lauded land “down under”
reveals that scientsts can blunder.
Seems some pines long since dismissed
as dead since prehistoric mist,
were found new-sprouting on old slopes
that botanists had missed—the dopes!
But quickly to the site they flew,
these ancient conifers to view.
Now world attention on them pours—
Watch out for bites from dinosaurs!

THINGS UNRECALLED

Quicker than petals,
flowers lose their names with me these days.
What is that thorn-embossed weed
at the edge of the garden?
Neither rose nor pyrocantha of course,
buried deep somewhere between two ears,
blank like actors’ names,
or grade school chums.
Yearas of arrears for misplaced keys, coins,
prescribed pills.

And then....
thistle comes through.
And Claud Rains,
and Tommy Larsonn on Brookbank Road.
Keys by a thermostat turned down yesterday,
pills by now a dear dread loss to routine
too unremembered to risk the luxury
of harm.

And there by the road where the thistle bows
as I proceed qithout map or dictionary,
not sure their prickly name will once again
be on my list of loss tomorrow.

       SOMETHING ELSE

“He will have nothing to do,”
they said upon his retirement,
not noticing the heavy frost
beyond his east window,

how it slowly gave itself away
to dark green
under slant of morning sum.

There was that and more for him,
branches dead or alive
requiring pruning judgments,

small lakes with thin gauge ice coverings
yielding sounds underfoot
not unlikr those of celestas.

And there were the stars
beglected half a century,
pointedly reappearing.

       v
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4.

The current challenge was: find 10 poems by other poets and borrow 3 words from each poem to use in each line of a new
poem of your own. The 3 words may be used anywhere in one line, adding your own words to make the line complete.
Underline the borrowed words. Create a 10 line poem using the 30 words borrowed from the 10 different poems.  THE
WORDS MUST BE SIGNIFICANT WORDS,  NOTHING SIMPLISTIC LIKE  “the,” “and,” “but,” “to“ or “of.”  You may,
however, use simple words in your own part of any line.

         NIGHT MUSIC
                  —by Marilyn Downing

In winter evening comes early.
Earth's old eyebrows bear down on
tasks white desire would employ.
Whereupon the stars in delicate array
create a cobweb diamond-strung.
An invisible audience listens to
slow growth measures, the cadence
our rushing planet makes in spinning.
Inevitably dawns ruin it,
when gradually light  returns.

                   SHELTER
                            —by Gail Denham

Juniper trees scatter around the abandoned shack.
Heaved my weary body, bone by bone, to the front stoop.
Never the marryin’ kind; now felt terrible homesick for a hot meal.
Hurried over rattling floorboards to huddle by a cold stove.
In this backwater place, a crock pegged the ragged oilcloth.
Case there wuz’ ghosts, I shook salt on the shaky table.
Curious of this unnoticed dump; wished I’d see a neighbor light.
Thunder ripped, rattled my bones. Rain! A catastrophe for the leaky roof.
Tried the pump; needed to clean stains off faded shirt armpits.
Miles from the railroads, caged in this kitchen; vowed to leave soon.

                     DAWN
                               —by Maureen Applegate

Your name means Dawn, hope-hour stroked by sunrise,
Thoughts like dark ladders leaping fall,
remote times held still in parenthesis 
while searching for what’s missing marks the new. 
Forced by that congenital heresy, 
you make intense last memories in your mind
rehearsing them between time’s nickering. 
Thus besieged, your brain’s lantern slide moves on
with speech becoming syllables from sounds. 
A wilderness of mirrors is left behind. 

The UNDERLINED words in
these poems have been

borrowed from many different
sources—from both old poems
and modern poems written by
well-known poets and those

who names are still waiting to
be recognized by the general

public.

        LOVE CYCLE
                        —by Isobel H. Beaston

In the Springtime of our love we find our bliss,
endearing young charms that flood our lives with joy,
awakening such harmonious gladness,
mystery that connects our intimacy
like new born twins safe in one another’s arms.
The first vague shadows trespassed into our lives
when habit replaced passion.  A word was needless.
Forgiveness brought poignant memories dancing,
a chance for healing.  Our minutes hasten, for
in Winter it is eternity that awaits.

        SPRING ARRIVAL
                  —by Colleen Yarusavage

It seems that spring must dazzle gradually.
Ice and snow should hesitate to depart.
Blossoms push through dirt into a ragged bridal veil
with eyes fast-closed against the blustery day.
Then comes the time when winter melted only yesterday.
The blossoms, being always right, burst in the sun,
and spring comes in glory, past winter’s resolution power.
The flowers utter joyous leaves on growing stems
while I am filled when some blessed hope of renewal.
Then too soon I say, “Spring, how I loved your beauty!”

          HOPE INSTILLS SERENITY
                                          —by Carol Dee Meeks

Today, the building doorways uptown, yawn
in hopes some tourists spend extra pennies---
especially on their friends or first beaus.
Yet, a matter of sadness erupts, but
easily slides away as bank cards are approved.

With excitement, postcards are sent home
to the Atlantic Coast. As arrangements spell: weddings,
galas, wild rains, and spirits stooping earthward,
the sky suddenly became still, yet turns dark---
and the tin roof's edge, hums constancy all night.

A SUBSTITUTION OF CLOUDS
                                      —by Imogene Hunt

Day falls as wings enfold night, ending Children’s Hour,
and play. Block towns built today go silent. Outside
wind-driven snow is carefully descending air, wilded by
oceans rising, seeking higher spheres to escape the fray.
Laughing clouds pass by, disperse among the stars, bumping
them…each cloud divinely melts away like spun-sugar candy.
A boy witnessing each abstraction, remaining in perpetual ire
that dark has chased the clouds and stars away. He leaves
his bed to weave heron feathers from the new-fallen snow,
to send o’er motionless fields, to blossom in winter’s air.
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Deadline for next challenge is:

RECEIVED AND IN-HAND

        BY AUGUST 1, 2014

  E-mail (in body of message—

   no attachments PLEASE)—

    to aubadeg@verizon.net

or snail-mail to:

       Ann Gasser

   801 Spruce Street,

   West Reading, PA

        19611-1448

You  need only one copy)

and please mark your poem

         or envelope

   “CHALLENGE POEM”

        SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING BLUE
                                —by Geri Ventura

Compelled under the force of calamity’s magnet, she was drawn to a handsome rogue.
Authentic beauty of character is a nobly ordered mind.
When her bright world dies, she will see the scoundrel that illuminated her poor judgment.
She wavered between some blurred sagacity of perceived affection and hard-boiled truth.
She longed for barefoot walks on a warm sea-scented beach,
At evening tide they could watch as moonbeams kiss the sleepy sea goodnight.
With his passionate kisses he made her dreams come true.
Was she standing on a surf-tormented shore?
Continuous stars shine on some lovers.
For her now,  only empty skies where no birds sing.

   For our next
    challenge:

              LOVE TRIUMPHS
                  —by Prabha Nayak Prabhu

.
In the soft strange gloom recklessly
he rushes along winding mossy ways.
wades through a thousand slimy things
jumps over bold anfractuous rocks
until the cock’s shrill clarion makes him
recall his lover’s softest tenderest sigh,
her beauty, her every raven tress,
her dream to eventually wear diamonds.
So a rendezvous with death he declines
chooses to live through love’s eternity.

                      BACK TO THE BEGINNING
                                            —by Susan N. Vernon

Hand in hand, they venture back to the sea
when lavender streaks stretch across the horizon,
walking barefoot to feel the tingle of the cool, resounding brine:
their heritage of beauty in the face of her demise.
Ethereal whispers above intertwine with reminiscence  of courtship and commitment.
Reclining on a bed of sand, they share their warmth in solitude and darkness.
Now lovely soundlessness overcomes her as he holds her in his arms.
Scalding tears of brine flow down his face as the cloak of night is faded into dawn.
Too soon, gargles of the world invade their peaceful shrine.
And the gulls shriek above.

Write a 10 line poem in
which each line contains
at least one word that
starts with consecutive
letters of the alphabet.
You can start with “A” or
any other part of the
alphabet.  Underline the
word that is part of the
pattern in each line.

               WARM ANTICIPATION

This winter was ice upon ice, but after
the sting of its brutal breath subsided,
we gratefully crocus’d into Spring,
delightedly daffodil’d into April,
emerged into a lilac-scented May, and
we’ll laughingly frolic in roses in June.
Then glowing gardens will highlight July,
we will bask In summer’s heavenly warmth,
forget about ice, except in cubes or crushed
and joyously drenched with syrupy lemon.

A Tip for Contestants:

Although some poets
love to write really long
lines, it is wiser to learn
to have the lines in your
poems more or less the
same length.
When one or two lines
are much much longer
than the others, the
poem looks like a well
mowed lawn that has
an area or two of tall
grass to spoil the nicely
groomed effect.

BOOKS BY OUR MEMBERS....

Meg Kuyatt’s new book,

   The Girl Who Came Back,

was released recently by Red Bird
Chapbooks and information can
be found at::
http://www.redbirdchapbooks.com
/chapbooks.html

J. Terry Zeller’s biography of
William S. Trout, titled:

      “LIVING TO ONE’S SELF”

is available Online from Amazon,
Barnes & Noble, Powell’s Books,
and by special order from various
bookstores.

Word
Search
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PPS MEMBERS WIN MANY AWARDS
IN ANNUALCONTEST....

                        (Listed alphabetically—category, then rank)

Bert Barnett  10-1
Mark Barton  11-9
Isobel H. Beaston 2-3, 4-6, 13-1, 14-7
Barbara Blanks  5-1, 6-5, 7-3, 9-9, 11-2. 12-1, 14-4. 17-3
Ann B. Carlsen 2-9, 4-4, 14-3, 16-9
Carla Christopher  1-1, 14-9  17-1
Steven G. Concert  1-9, 4-5, 12-9, 15-4  16-9
Gail Denham  2-5, 3-8, 17-9
Marilyn Downing  2-2, 13-5, 14-6
Lynn Fetterolf  3-1, 8-5, 12-8, 17-4
Charles K. Firmage  16-7
Ann Gasser  3-7, 10-3, 12-9, 15-7, 16-4
Sara Gipson  7-6, 9-2, 10-8, 15-6
Jennifer Grahnquist  14-3
David A. Greene  6-2
Jerri Hardesty  6-7, 9-6, 11-6, 14-8, 15-3, 16-8
Imogene Hunt  2-8
Inge Logenburg Kyler  8-7, 13-2
Richard T. Lake  3-5, 7-9, 17-5
Janet Lohr  5-9
Philip P. McDonald  5-7
Carol Dee Meeks  11-5
Marie Louise Meyers  15-5
Brenda Miller  1- 2, 3-4, 4-8, 9-3
Catherine M. Moran  1-4, 4-3. 6-3, 7-8, 16-3
David Scott Peters  1-6
Jeani M. Picklesimer  5-8, 9-1, 11-3, 13-8, 16-5
Sandra L. Polvinale  8-9, 10-5, 15-8
Prabha Nyak Prabhu  16-6
Susanna Roma  3-3, 4-7, 12-2, 13-7, 14-5, 17-8
Anne Pierre Spangler  1-8,  16-2
Dalene Stull  2-1, 5-5, 6-9, 7-5, 8-3, 11-8, 12-7, 13-2, 15-1
Constance A. Trump  10-2
Loretta Diane Walker  1-5,  3-2,  4-1, 12-4
Lucille Morgan Wilson  2-7, 6-4, 7-1, 8-1, 10-7, 14-1, 15-2, 16-1, 17-2
Colleen Yarusavage  5-6

LOOKING
AHEAD

The Keysner
Chapter has

volunteered to
host the PPS

Fall Meeting at
Allenberry  on
a Saturday in

October.
Date will be

announced in the
next SYLVAN,

Be sure to notify
PPS if you

change your
E-mail address
so you do not

miss any E-mails
that we

send out.
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CHAPTER NEWS....

 CADENCE CRAFTERS:

PPS President Vernon recently visited a Cadence Crafters meeting and joined members in a
workshop on “The Cento,” a form which was highly regarded by poets of ancient times.  She reported the
her visit was well-received by the 9 Cadence Crafter members who meet monthly for poetry and lunch.
Janet Burgents is President of the chapter, and Isobel Beaston is Recording Secretary.  Each Cadence
Crafter meeting has a different poetry challenge. They also attend local poetry events and workshops and
sponsor the Marjorie Thompson Cheyney Award for the PPS annual contest.  Through the years Cadence
Crafters have been known for their fabulous Fall Teas and Summer Picnics which featured accomplished
guest poets reading their poetry and presenting workshops, plus time to mingle and enjoy decadently
delightful refreshments which members contributed to the festivities.

CARLISLE POETS WORKSHOP:

President of CPW, Susan Vernon reported that there are 13 members who meet at Bosler Library
each second Saturday of the month, and she invited everyone to visit them. They participated in
Carlisle’s First Night  which included 17 cultural events at various Carlisle venues.  The chapter’s
presentation was  “An Evening of Poetry and Music”. Eight chapter members read and/or played, and
eight community members also participated. The chapter celebrated Poetry month in April by  writing

ekphrastic poetry. The poetry and art which inspired it, will be displayed at the Carlisle Arts Learning
Center on June 13th.  Meetings now include more workshop time and exploration into the lives
of famous poets. CPW sponsors two categories in the PPS Annual Contest, and an anthology of
members’ poetry is in being prepared for publication.

GETTYSBURG POETRY SOCIETY:

Imogene Hunt reported meetings every third Wednesday for business and readings and every last
Wednesday for critique and workshop at the Gettysburg Library. They celebrated the autumn equinox with
drummings. Lisa Cantwell gave a recent workshop on similes and metaphors. She mentioned Susan
Vernon’s visit in October inviting GPS to host the conference and Vice President Lisa Cantwell arranged
for the keynote speaker/workshop presenter. GPS participated in readings at the Battle of Monterey Pass
and Blue Ridge Summit Ice Cream Social. Member Myrna Morton was given a book shower while she
was incapacitated. Linda Clark delivered it and said Myrna was very moved. GPS held a student and
adult poetry contest named in honor of Dana DeSimon, a deceased member who originally suggested it.
Imogene noted that members of GPS also attend poetry readings in Gettysburg and Emmitsburg, Md. and
sponsor a category in the annual PPS contest.
 
KEYSNER POETS:

Marilyn Downing reported that the chapter meets the first Sunday of the month at 3:00 p.m. at
Christ Presbyterian Church in Camp Hill, and welcomes new members.  Each meeting concentrates on a
“challenge.” and members are working on the publication of an anthology. Member Richard Lake took the
floor and read his humorous poem, “The Big Blue Screen of Death” which was enjoyed by all present.
Keysner member Toni Carey, announced her resignation as PPS Historian due to moving out of state.
She said all the PPS documents and books have been turned over to the Pennsylvania Archives/
Harrisburg Museum Curator.  Anyone who wants to delve into the chapbook collection can phone the
museum and ask the curator what hours it is open to visitors. President Susan Vernon complimented
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Nominating Committee Presents Slate
                For October Election....

Ann Copeland, Nominating Committee Chair, has announced the committee’s selection.
Nominations may also be made from the floor with prior consent of the nominee.

For President........................
 For Vice President.............

For Recording Secretary.....
 For Corresponding Secretary.....

For Treasurer........................

 A Pennsylvania Poet Laureate?

Frederick T. Courtright of The Permissions Co. in Mt. Pocono, PA, has contacted PPS President

Susan Vernon by E-mail, trying to interest PPS members in supporting an appeal to Pennsylvania

legislators to re-establish the position of Poet Laureate in Pennsylvania. In 1993, Governor Bob Casey

appointed Sam Hazo as the first Poet Laureate of the Commonwealth and, to date, the only one. Hazo was

guest speaker at one of our PPS spring meetings in Pittsburgh during his tenure.  In 2003 Governor Ed

Rendell effectively abolished the position, declaring in 2004, according to a spokesperson, "Gov. Rendell

believes that all Pennsylvania poets should share the title of state poet."  Read more at:

http://old.post-gazette.com/pg/04284/392654.stm#ixzz3326tag7y]

In spite of the fact that many state Poet Laureates are politically appointed, many poets feel a state Poet

Laureate gives greater voice to poets in general, and reinforces what we do in local chapters. These poets

encourage others to get behind this movement and tell those in state government to re-establish the

position.

To Print Or Not To Print—That Is The Question!

For years many states which were members of NFSPS, including Pennsylvania,  have
held their own annual contests, and at one time several of these states took pride in publishing
a book containing poems which won awards in these contests.  Those whose work was
published in these books enjoyed seeing their work in print,  but today some poets who enter
multiple contests would rather not have their winning poems printed in these books so they
would still be available to send to another contest which requires unpublished work.  The PPS
Board is considering some changes so If you have an opinion on this you might want to contact
President Vernon snvernon@comcast.net or DeAnna Spurlock deaspur@comcast.net

DeAnna Spurlock

William Vernon

Constance Trump

Ann Gasser

Wendy Bream


